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Syntax
1. What does syntax teach us?
Syntax teaches us the states of words when they are combined with other
words.
2. Do all words combine with other words in the same way?
There are two types of words that are combined with other words:
• Indeclinable: the end of the word does not change.
• Declinable: the end of the word changes due to the different functions
that it serves.
3. How does one know what the end of an indeclinable word is?
There is no rule in determining the end of an indeclinable word.
4. How does one know what the end of a declinable word is?
The end of declinable words is determined by the rules that one learns
from syntax. One will learn when a verb is put into the nominative,
subjective or jussive cases and when a noun is put into the nominative,
accusative, or genitive cases.
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The Nominative and Subjective Cases of the Aorist
Tense Verb
5. When is an aorist tense verb put in the nominative case?
An aorist tense verb is always put into the nominative state unless
preceded by a subjective preposition, jussive preposition, or is indeclinable.
For example: ﱠﺠﺮ
َ اﻟﺸ

ُ

ﺜﻤﺮ
ُ ُ( ﻳThe tree produced fruit.)

6. How many kinds of subjective prepositions are there?
There are two types of subjective prepositions: essential subjective
prepositions and subjective prepositions that come after the implied an.
7. How many essential subjective prepositions are there?
There are four essential subjective prepositions:
example: أﺗﻌﻠﱠﻢ
َ

َ

( أرﻳ ُﺪ أنI want to study.)

 ﮐـﻲ،  إذن،  ﻟَـﻦ، أن

For

8. How many subjective prepositions come after the implied an?
There are four subjective prepositions that come after the implied an:

ﺣﺘﯽ

ِ ِ
 اﻟـﻮاو،  اﻟﻔـﺎء،  أو،  اﻟـﻼم، for example: ـﻮب
َ ـﺬﻧﺐ ﺣﺘـﯽ ﻳَﺘ
َ ( اﺿـﺮب اﳌHit the criminal

so he repents.)
9. What are the conditions of the an preposition?
The preposition an puts a verb into the subjective state if it creates the
meaning of an infinitive.
10. What are the conditions of the idhan preposition?
The preposition idhan puts a verb into the subjective state on two
conditions:
• It is at the beginning of the response
• There are not any words in between the preposition and the verb.
For example:

( اِﺣـﱰم رﺋﻴﺴـﮏ إذن ﻳُﮑ ِﺮَﻣـﮏRespect your boss so that he will

be generous to you.)
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The Jussive Cases of the Aorist Tense
11. When is an aorist tense verb put into the jussive case?
An aorist tense verb is put into the jussive case if it is preceded by one of
the sixteen jussive prepositions.
12. How many types of jussive prepositions are there?
There are two types of jussive prepositions, one that makes one verb
jussive and the other that makes two verbs jussive.
13. How many jussive prepositions are there that make one verb jussive?
There are four jussive prepositions that make one verb jussive, for
example:
•ﱂ
َ , for example: أﺣ ٌﺪ

ﺬﻫﺐ
َ َ( َﱂ ﻳNobody came.)
•  ﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ, for example: ( ﺗَـ َﻌﻠﱠﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاءةَ و ﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻳَﮑﺘُـﺐHe learned how to read and has
َ َ

not written.)

ِِ
ُ ( ﻟﺘَﻄﺐFeel comfortable.)
• The prohibition lām, for example: ( ﻻ ﺗَﻴـﺎس ﻣـﻦ َرﲪ ِـﺔ اﷲDon't loose hope
• The imperative lām, for example: ﮏ
َ ﻧَﻔﺴ

in Allah's mercy.)
14. How many jussive prepositions are there that make two verbs
jussive?
There are twelve jussive prepositions that put two verbs into the jussive
state. All of them are conditional. For example:
•  إن, for example: َﲣﺴﺮ

َ ( إن ﺗَﮑﺴﻞIf you are lazy you will loose.)
•  إذﻣﺎ, for example: ( إذﻣﺎ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﱠﻢ ﺗﺘﻘﺪﱠمIf you learn you will progress.)
•  َﻣﻦ, for example: َﳚﺪ

( َﻣﻦ ﻳَﻄﻠُﺐWhoever searches will find.)
•  ﻣﺎ, for example: أﻓﻌﻞ
َ ﻔﻌﻞ
َ َ( ﻣﺎ ﺗWhatever you do, I will do.)
•  َﻣﻬﻤــﺎ, for example: أﻓﻌﻠــﻪ
َ ـﺄﻣﺮ ﺑـﺎﳋﲑ
ُ ( َﻣﻬﻤــﺎ ﺗـWhenever you

command

something good I will do it.)
• أي
َ َﻳ
ّ , for example: ﻨﺠﺢ

ي َﳚﺘَ ِﻬﺪ
( أ ﱡWhoever strives will be successful.)

• ﮐﻴ َﻔﻤﺎ
َ , for example: أﺟﻠﺲ
•

َﻣﺘـﯽ

, for example:

respect you.)
•

( َﮐﻴ َﻔﻤﺎ ﲡﻠﺲHowever you sit I will sit.)
( ﻣﺘـﯽ ﺗَ ِﺮﺟـﻊ ﻧُﮑ ِﺮﻣـﮏWhenever you return we

will

ِ ( أﻳـﱠﺎن ﺗَﺴـﺄﻟﲏWhenever you ask me I'll answer
 أﻳـﱠﺎن, for example: ﮏ
َ أﺟﺒـ

you.)

•  أﻳﻨﻤﺎ, for example: ﻨﺠﺢ
َ َﺗ
َ َﺬﻫﺐ ﺗ

( أﻳﻨﻤﺎWherever you go you will succeed.)
•  أﻧـﱠﯽ, for example: ﺬﻫﺐ ﺻـﺎﺣﺐ اﻟﻌﻠـﻢ ﻳُﮑـﺮم
َ ( أﻧـﱠﯽ ﻳَـWherever a scholar goes
ُ
َ

he will be respected.)
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•

ﺣﻴﺜﻤـﺎ

, for example:

ﺣﻴﺜﻤـﺎ ﺗَﺴـﻘﻂ ﺗَﺜﺒــﺖ

(Wherever you fall you will

remain.)
15. What are the two jussive verbs called?
The first jussive verb is called a conditional verb and the second jussive
verb is called a result.
16. Are any of the jussive prepositions considered a noun?
All of the jussive prepositions are really nouns except  إنand

 إذﻣـﺎ. They

are real prepositions.
17. Are all of the jussive prepositions declinable or indeclinable?
All of the jussive prepositions are indeclinable except

ي
أﱡ

which is

declinable.
18. When is the conditional  إنimplied?

 إنis implied if it comes after a requisition and puts an
aorist tense verb into the jussive state. For example:  ﺗَﻌﻠﱠـﻢ ﺗَـ ُﻔـﺰwas originally
( إن ﺗَـﺘَﻌﻠﱡﻢ ﺗَﻔﺰIf you study you will succeed.)
The conditional

19. Is the conditional verb and its result in the aorist tense or the preterite
tense?
The conditional verb and its result can be:
• Two aorist tense verbs, for example: ﺗَﻈ َﻔـﺮ

( إن ﺗَﺼ ِـﱪIf you show patience

• Two preterite tense verbs, for example:

ـﺮت
َ ـﱪت ﻇََﻔ
َ ﺻ
َ إن

you will be victorious.)

patient you would have succeeded.)

• A combination of tenses, for example: ﻇﻔﺮت

(If you were

 إن ﺗَﺼﱪor إن ﺻـﱪت ﺗﻈﻔـﺮ. If

the first verb is in the preterite tense and the second in the aorist tense, the
second verb can be put into the jussive or nominative cases.
20. When is it necessary to add a fā' to the result?
In the following six cases it is obligatory to add a fā' to the result:
• If the result is in the preterite tense preceeded by

 ﻗـﺪ, for example: إن

ﺧﻠﺼﺖ
ﻨﺖ ﻓﻘﺪ
َ
َ ( َآﻣIf you believed you would have become pure.)
• If the result is made negative by  ﻣﺎor  ﻟﻦ, for example: ﻒ ﻓﻤﺎ
ٌ إن ﺟﺎءﱐ ﺿﻴ
ُ( ُأرُدﻩIf a guest comes to me I will not reject him.)
• If the result is a requisition verb, for example:

ک ﻓـﻼ ﺗَﺴ َـﻤﺖ
َ أن َﺳـ َﻘ َﻂ ﻋ ُـﺪ ﱡو

( ﺑِ ِﻪIf your enemy falls do not become happy about it.)
• If the result is an aplastic verb, for example: إن ﺗـَﺮﱐ أﻗـﻞ ﻣـﺎﻻً ﻓﻌﺴـﯽ َرﱢﰊ أن
َ
َ
( ﻳُﻐﻨﻴَﲏIf you see me poor have hope that my Lord will make me rich.)
7
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• If the result is preceded by a sīn or  ﺳـﻮف, for example: ﻓﺴـﺄزورک
(If you visited me I will soon visit you.)
• If the result is a nominal sentence, for example:

إن ُزرﺗَـﲏ

ـﺄﱐ ﻣﺴـﺘﻌ ﱞﺪ
ّ َﻣﻬﻤـﺎ أردت ﻓ

( ﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻪWhenever you desire I will surely help you settle it.)

21. When is it permissible to add a fā' to the result?
In the following two cases it is permissable to add a fā' to the result:

ﻻ

• If the result is in the aorist tense and made negative by a
example: َﲣﺴﺮ

ُ َ( إن ﺗIf you study you will not fail.)
َ ﺪرس ﻓَﻼ

• If the result is a positive aorist tense verb, for example:

, for

َﻣـﻦ ﻳَﻄﻠُـﺐ ﻓَـﻴَ ِﺠـﺪ

(Whoever searches will find.)
22. What state is the result in if a fā' is added to it?
If a fā' is added to the result, it is forbidden to put it in the jussive case,
instead one must put it in the nominative case as a subjective compliment
for an implied inchoative. For example:
will find.) is really: ﳚﺪ

ﻣﻦ ﻳﻄﻠﺐ ﻓﻬﻮ

( ﻣـﻦ ﻳَﻄﻠـﺐ ﻓَـﻴَﺠ ُـﺪWhoever searches

23. What function do the conditional أي
The conditional ي
أﱡ

،  ﻣﻬﻤﺎ،  ﻣﺎhave?

،  ﻣﻦ،  ﻣﻬﻤﺎ،  ﻣﺎhave the following conditions:

• Inchoative if followed by an intransitive verb. For example:

( ﻳﻨﺠﺢWhoever strives will be successful.)

ي ﳚﺘﻬـﺪ
أﱡ

• Objective compliment if followed be a transitive verb that has not taken

an objective compliment. For example: أُﮐـ ِﺮم

( َﻣـﻦ ﺗُﮑـ ِﺮمWhoever you respect I

will respect.)
• Genitive prepositional phrase or the word after a prefixed noun, for

ِ
ﺬﻫﺐ
َ َ( ﲟَﻦ ﺗWhoever you take I will take.)
24. What function do the conditional  ﺣﻴﺜﻤﺎ،  أﻧﱠﯽ،  أﻳﻨﻤﺎ،  أﻳﺎن،  ﻣﺘﯽhave?
The conditional  ﺣﻴﺜﻤـﺎ،  أﻧـﱠﯽ،  أﻳﻨﻤـﺎ،  أﻳـﱠﺎن،  ﻣﺘـﯽare in the accusative state

example: أذﻫﺐ
َ

because it is an adverbial noun of time or place. For example:
(Whenever you sleep I will sleep.)

ﻣﺘـﯽ ﺗَـﻨﻢ أﱎ

25. What state does the conditional  ﮐﻴﻔﻤﺎhave?
The conditional

ﮐﻴﻔﻤـﺎ

is in the accusative state because it is a hāl

accusative. For example:

ً( ﮐﻴﻔﻤﺎ ﻧَﺘﻮ ﱠﺟﻪ ﻧُﺼﺎدف ﺧﲑاHowever you face it, it will pass positively.)
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Nominative Cases of a Noun: The Actor
26. What is an actor?
An actor is a noun that is mentioned after an active verb and indicates the
doer of the verb. For example: ﺼﻐﲑ
اﻟ ﱠ

ُ

ِ
ﺐ
َ ( ﻟَﻌthe child played.)

27. How many kinds of actors are there?
An actor can be:

ِ ( ﻃَﻠَﻌThe sun rose.)
ﺖ
َ
ِ َﳒﺤـﺖ ﰲ اﻻﻣﺘﺤ
example: ـﺎن
ُ َ

• A clear noun, for example: اﻟﺸﻤﺲ
ّ

ُ

• A mentioned pronoun, for
exam.)

• An implied pronoun, for example:

ﻨﺠﺢ
ُ ﺘﻬـﺪ ﻳَـ3اﻟﺘﱢﻠﻤﻴـ ُﺬ ا

(I passed the

(A hardworking

student will succeed.)
• An verb that is changed into the infinitive form because of the an
preposition, for example:

ﺤﺖ
َ ( ﺑـَﻠَﻐﲏ أﻧIt has reached me that you have been saved.)
َ َﱠﮏ َﳒ

28. Does the verb remain the same if the actor is feminine?
If the actor is feminine the verb is made feminine:
• in the preterite tense by adding a vowel-less tā' to the end of the verb.

For example: َُﻣﺮﱘ

( ﺳﺎﻓَـَﺮتMaryam travelled.)

• in the aorist tense by adding the feminine letter to the beginning of the
verb. For example:

ُﺴﺎﻓﺮ ﻣﺮﱘ
ُ ُ( ﺗMaryam is travelling.)

29. Does the verb change if the actor is a noun in the dual form?
The dual letters are not added to the verb if the actor is a clear noun in

the dual form, rather it remains single. For example:

( ﻗـﺎم اﻟـﱠﺮﺟﻼنTwo men

stood up.)
30. Does the verb change if the actor is a noun in the plural form?
The plural letters are not added to the verb if the actor is a clear noun in
the plural form, rather it remains single. For example:

ﺗَ َﮑﻠﱠ َـﻢ اﳋﻄﺒـﺎء

(The

speakers spoke.)
31. When is it permissible to make the verb masculine or feminine?
A verb can be put into the feminine or masculine form in three cases:
• If the actor is feminine and is separated from the verb, for example:

ُﻮم ﻣﺮﱘ
َ ( ﺳﺎﻓﺮت أو ﺳﺎﻓﺮ اﻟﻴMaryam traveled today.)
• If the actor is an unnatural feminine, for example:
(The tree produced fruit.)
• If the actor is a broken plural, for example:

ُـﺠَﺮة
َ أﲦََـﺮت أو أﲦََـﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ

( ﺟـﺎءَت أو ﺟـﺎءَ اﳉـﻮاريThe

female servants came.)
32. What is a sentence comprised of a verb and an actor called?
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A sentence that is comprised of a verb and an actor is called a verbal
sentence. For example:

ﻄﺮ
َ (Rain fell down.)
ُ َﻧﺰل اﳌ
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Nominative Cases of a Noun: Subject of a Predication
33. What is a subject of the predication?
A subject of the predication is an objective compliment that comes after a
passive verb and takes the place of the actor that has been erased. For
example: ﺺ
اﻟﻠّ ﱡ

( ﻗُﺘِ َﻞThe thief was killed.)

34. What should be done if the verb is transitive and takes on more than
one objective compliment?
If the verb is transitive and takes on more than one objective compliment,
the first objective compliment is put into the nominative case as the subject
of the predication and the second objective compliment remains in the
accusative case. For example:

ٌُرِز َق اﻟﻔﻘـ ُﲑ ﻣــﺎﻻ

(The poor man was given

money.)
35. Does the verb remain in the same form if the subject of the
predication is feminine?
If the subject of the predication is feminine the verb is made feminine:
• in the preterite tense by adding a vowel-less tā' to the end of the verb,
for example:

ٌ( ُﺳ ِﺮﻗَﺖ ﺳﺎﻋﺔA watch was stolen.)

• in the aorist tense by adding a feminine letter to the beginning of the
verb, for example:

ُس اﻟﺸﱠﺠﺮة
ُ ﻐﺮ
َ ُ( ﺗThe tree was planted.)

36. Does the verb change if the subject of the predication is a noun in the
dual form?
The dual letters are not added to the verb if the subject of the predicate is
a clear noun in the dual form, rather it remains single. For example:

ِ ّ( اﻟﻠThe two thieves were hit.)
ﺼﺎن

ب
ُ
َ ﺿـ ِﺮ

37. Does the verb change if the subject of the predication is a noun in the
plural form?
The plural letters are not added to the verb if the subject of the predicate
is a clear noun in the plural form, rather it remains single. For example:

ﱠﻬﻮد
ُ ( اﻟﺸThe witnesses were heard.)

ُِﲰ َـﻊ

38. What is a sentence comprised of a verb and a subject of the
predication called?
A sentence that is comprised of a verb and a subject of the predicate is
called a verbal sentence. For example: اﳊﺐ
ﱡ

11
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Nominative Cases of a Noun: Inchoative and
Predicate
39. What is an inchoative?
An inchoative is a noun in the nominative case that is mentioned at the
beginning of a sentence. For example: ﻧﺎﻓﻊ
ٌ

اﻟﻌﻠﻢ
ُ (Knowledge is beneficial.)

40. What is a predicate?
A predicate is a word that completes the meaning of the inchoative. For

example: ﻏﺰﻳٌﺮ

اﳌﻄﺮ
ُ (The rain is heavy.)

41. What is the rule regarding inchoatives and predicates?
The inchoative is a definite noun that comes first and a predicate is an
indefinite noun, if it is a noun, which comes after the inchoative.
42. Is it possible for an inchoative to be an indefinite noun?
The inchoative can be indefinite if it is useful. For example:

( ﻇَ َﻬَﺮتA luminous sun appeared.)

ٌـﺲ ﻣﻀـﻴﺌﺔ
ٌ ﴰ

43. When does the predicate come before the inchoative?
The predicate comes before the inchoative if:
• the inchoative is intended by itself. For example: ُﻋﺎدل إﻻ اﷲ
ٌ

( ﻣﺎThere is

no just being except Allah.). This means that Allah, nothing else, was
intended.
• the predicate is a adverbial noun of time or place or a genitive
prepositional phrase and the inchoative is indefinite. For example:

ﰲ اﻟﺒﻴـﺖ

ﻟﺺ
ٌ (A thief is in the house.)

• the predicate is one of the words that must come at the beginning of a
sentence. For example:

( أﻳ َﻦ اﻟﻄﺮﻳ ٌﻖWhere is the path?)

• if the inchoative is connected to a pronoun that refers to the predicate.
For example:

( ﰲ اﻟﺪا ِر ﺻﺎﺣﺒُﻬﺎThe owner of the house is in the house.)

44. What is a sentence comprised of an inchoative and a predicate called?
A sentence comprised of an inchoative and a predicate is called a

nominal sentence. For example:

( اﻟﮑﺴ ُـﻞ ﻋﺎﻗﺒﺘُـﻪُ اﻟﻔﻘ ُـﺮThe end of a lazy person

is poverty.)
45. How many types of predicates are there?
There are three types of predicates:
• Noun, for example: أﺳ ٌﺪ

ﻋﻠﻲ
ٌ ('Alī is a lion.)
• Sentence, for example: اﻟﮑﺴﻞ ﻋﺎﻗﺒﺘﻪ اﻟﻔﻘﺮ
ِ ـﺎن ِﻣـﻦ اﻟﻠﺴ
ِ ( ﺑـﻼء اﻹﻧﺴMan's tribulations come
• Fragment, for example: ـﺎن
َ

from the tongue.)

12
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Incomplete and Appropinquation Verbs
46. What is an annular?
An annular is a word that is added to an inchoative and predicate and
changes their situation. An annular is either a verb (incomplete verbs or
appropinquation verbs) or prepositions (particles which resemble a verb and
the lā which denies a whole genus).
47. What is the rule of annulars if they are verbs?
If an annular is a verb it is added to an inchoative and predicate and
makes the inchoative its subject and puts it in the nominative case and puts
the predicate in the accusative case. For example:

ً( ﮐﺎ َن اﳉ ﱡﻮ ﺻﺎﻓﻴﺎThe weather was clear.)

48. What are incomplete verbs?
Incomplete verbs are verbs that denote the state of a person or thing.
They are not completed with the subject alone, rather they are in need of a
predicate to complete the meaning as well. For example:
(The man was sick.)
49. How many incomplete verbs are there?
The incomplete verbs are:
•

 ﻣـﺎدام،  ﺑـﺎت،  أﻣﺴـ َﯽ،  ﺻـﺎر،  ﻇ ﱠـﻞ،  أﺿـﺤ َﯽ،  أﺻـﺒﺢ، ﮐـﺎ َن

ًﮐـﺎ َن اﻟﺮﺟ ُـﻞ ﻣﺮﻳﻀـﺎ

All of these are

conjugated in the preterite, aorist and imperative tenses.
•

 ﻣــﺎ اﻧﻔـ ﱠ،  ﻣــﺎ ﺑــﺮح،  ﻣــﺎ ﻓﺘـﯽ، ﻣــﺎزال
ﮏ
َ

All of these are conjugated in the

preterite and aorist tenses.

•  ﻟﻴﺲThis incomplete verb is only conjugated in the preterite tense.

َ

50. Are these incomplete verbs always incomplete?
No, sometimes they have complete meanings, just like any other regular
verb. This is the case when they denote an event not a state. For example:

( ﮐﺎ َن ﻟﻴ ٌﻞIt was night.)

51. How many kinds of predicates of incomplete verbs are there?
The predicate of incomplete verbs is the same as the predicate of
inchoatives in that they can be nouns, sentences, or fragments. For example:

ٍ
ٍ
ًﻋﻠﻲ أﺳـﺪا
'( ﮐﺎن ﱞAlī was a lion.) or ( أﺻـﺒَﺤﺘﻢ ﰲ ﺣـﺰن ﺷـﺪﻳﺪThey were found in a

heavy state of grief).
52. When does the predicate of an incomplete verb come before its
subject?
The predicate of an incomplete verb comes before the subject in the same
cases that was mentioned of the predicate of an inchoative coming before
the inchoative.
53. Is it permissible to add a 'ba' to the predicate of an incomplete verb?
Yes, it is permissible to add a bā' to the predicate of an incomplete verb
if:

14
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• the incomplete verb is
example: اﷲُ ﺑﻈﺎ ٍﱂ

 ﮐـﺎنwhich is preceded by a negative word. For

( ﻣﺎ ﮐﺎنAllah was not an oppressor.)
• the incomplete verb is  ﻟﻴﺲfor example: ( ﻟـﻴﺲ اﷲُ ﺑﻈ ّـﻼم ﻟﻠﻌﺒﻴـﺪAllah is not

oppressive to servants.)
54. What makes the verb kāna stand out from all of its sisters?
Kāna stands out because it is added after a mā of wonder and it is erased
with its subject after a conditional in or law. For example:

ﮏ و ﻟـﻮ
ٌ اﻟﻈـﺎﱂ ﻫﺎﻟـ

ً( )ﮐﺎن اﻟﻈﺎﱂ( َﻣﻠِﮑـﺎAn oppressor will become destroyed even if (the oppressor

was) a king.)
55. What is an appropinquation verb?
Appropinquation verbs are verbs that denote the closeness of an
occurrence, hope of an occurrence, or the start of an action. Similar to the
incomplete verbs, appropinquation verbs have a subject in the nominative
case and a predicate in the accusative case. For example: ـﺮق
ُ ﻳَﻐ

boy was about to drown.)
56. How many appropinquation verbs are there?
The appropinquation verbs are:
•ﮏ
َ أوﺷ
• ﻋﺴﯽ

( ﮐـﺎد اﻟﻮﻟ ُـﺪThe

،ب
َ  َﮐَﺮ،  ﮐﺎدwhich denote the closeness of an occurrence

َ ،  َﺣﺮ َی،  اﺧﻠَﻮﻟَ َﻖwhich denote the hope of an occurrence
ِ  ﺷﺮ،  ﺟﻌﻞ،  أﺧ َﺬwhich denote the start of an action
• ﻫﺐ
ﻋﻠﻖ ﱠ
َ َ َ ََ َ
َ ع ﻃَﻔ َﻖ

57. Do the meanings of these verbs always have something to do with
closeness?
No, sometimes they are used as transitive or intransitive verbs. In these
cases they are like any other regular verb. For example:

( اﻟﻄﺎو ِﻟﺔI took the book off of the table.)

ـﺎب ﻋـ ِﻦ
ُ أﺧ
َ ـﺬت اﻟﮑﺘ

58. What form is the predicate of an appropinquation verb in?
The predicate of appropinquation verbs is always a verb in the aorist
tense. For example:

ﻐﺮق
ُ َﻟﺪ ﻳ
ُ ﮐﺎد اﻟﻮ
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Particles Which Resemble a Verb
59. What are particles which resemble a verb?
Particles which resemble a verb are added to an inchoative and predicate
and make the inchoative, its subject, in the accusative form and put the
predicate into the nominative form. For example:

ﻗﺎرس
َ ( إ ﱠنVerily, the cold weather is severe.)
ٌ اﻟﱪد

60. How many particles are there which resemble a verb?
There are six particles which resemble a verb:

ﻟﻌﻞ
ﱠ

،ﺖ
َ  ﻟﻴ،  ﻟَﮑ ﱠﻦ،  َﮐﺄ ﱠن،  أ ﱠن، إ ﱠن

61. Why do these particles resemble verbs?
The reason that these particles resemble a verb is because they carry the

 أ ﱠنand  إ ﱠنhave the meaning of emphasis,  َﮐـﺄ ﱠنhas the
meaning of similarity, ﻦ
 ﻟَﮑـ ﱠhas the meaning of but, ﺖ
َ  ﻟﻴـhas the meaning of
an impossible hope, and ﻞ
 ﻟﻌ ﱠhas the meaning of hope.
meaning of a verb.

62. What is the ruling concerning these particles if a mā is added to
them?
If a mā is added to one of these particles they do not put the inchoative
into the accusative case and they may be written before nouns or verbs. For
example: ﻣﻔﻴ ٌﺪ

ﺼ ُﱪ
( إﱠﳕﺎ اﻟ ﱠVerily, patience is useful.)

63. How many types of predicates of particles which resemble a verb are
there?
The predicate of particles which resemble a verb is either a noun, for
example: ﮐﺄ ﱠن ﻋﻠﻴﺎً أﺳ ٌﺪ
َ ('Alī is like a lion.), a sentence, for example:

ﻨﺠ ُﺢ
َ ﻳَـ

ﻟﻌﻞ اﻟﺘﱢﻠﻤﻴ َﺬ
ﱠ

(Hopefully the students will be successful.), or a fragment, for

example: ﻋﻨﺪﻧﺎ

( إ ﱠن اﻟﺼﺪﻳ َﻖVerily Sadīq is with us.)

64. When is it obligatory for the predicate of particles which resemble a
verb to come before the subject?
It is obligatory for the predicate of these particles to be mentioned before
the subject if the predicate is an adverbial noun of time or place or a
prepositional phrase and:
• the subject is indefinite. For example:

ًاﻟﻌﺴـ ِﺮ ﻳُﺴـﺮا
ُ إ ﱠن َﻣ َـﻊ

(Verily, with

difficulty there is ease.)
• the subject is connected to a pronoun that refers to the predicate. For
example: ﺻﺎﺣﺒَﻬﺎ

( إ ﱠن ﰲ اﻟﺪا ِرVerily in the house is its owner.)

65. When is it permissible for the predicate of particles which resemble a
verb to come before the subject?
It is permissible for the predicate of these particles to be mentioned
before the subject if the predicate is an adverbial noun of time or place or a
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prepositional phrase and the subject is definite, for example:

ِ (Verily in fasting there is health.)
اﻟﺒﺪن
66. When is the hamzah of inna given a kasrah?
The hamzah of inna given a kasrah if:
• it is at the beginning of a sentence, for example:
Allah is forgiving.)
• it is after the verb
are friendly.)
dawn has arrived.)

(Verily

( أﻓِـﻖ إ ﱠن اﻟﻔﺠ َـﺮ ﻗـﺪ ﻃَﻠَـﻊGet up for verily

• it is after a vocative, for example:
have disbelieved in me.)
• it is after ّ ﰒ, for example:
• it is after

ـﻮر
ٌ إ ﱠن اﷲَ ﻏﻔ

 ﻗـﺎل, for example: دود
َ ـﺖ إﻧـﱠ
ٌ ﮏ َو
ُ ( ﻗﻠI said: “Verily you

• it is after a request, for example:

spoke.)

ِ إ ﱠن ﰲ اﻟ ﱠ
َﺼﻮم ﺻ ﱠﺤﺔ

ـﮏ ﺗﮑﻔـﺮ ﰊ
َ ـﺮس إﻧﱠ
ٌ ( ﻳـﺎ ﺑﻄO' Peter, you

ـﺾ ﻓـﺘﮑﻠﱠ َﻢ
َ ( ﰒﱠ أﻧﱠـﻪ ﻧـَ َﻬThen, verily he got up and

ٍ ﺚ أﻧﱠـﻪ ﻋـﺎﱂ ﺧﻄَـﺐ ﺑﻔﺼ
ﺚ
ُ  ﺣﻴـ, for example: ـﺎﺣﺔ
ُ ( ﻣـﻦ ﺣﻴـFrom one
َ َ ٌ

viewpoint he is a scholar who speaks eloquently.)
• it is after  إذ, for example: ـﻢ
ٌ راﺣ

merciful.)

َ( ﺗُـﺐ إذ إ ﱠن اﷲRepent, for surely Allah is

• it is after the interrogative  أﻻ, for example: ﻧـﺎﺋ ٍﻢ

ِ
ﮐﺄﺣﻼم
( أﻻ إ ﱠن اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎDon't

you know that the world is like a dream.)
67. When is the hamzah of inna given a fathah?
The hamzah of inna given a fathah if it, with its predicate, have the
meaning of an infinitive. Examples of this in the different cases are:
• in the nominative case:
leaving.)

ـﮏ راﺣـﻞ
َ ( ﺑـَﻠَﻐَـﲏ أﻧﱠIt has reached me that you are

• in the accusative case: دم
ٌ ﻗﺎ

ﱠﮏ
َ ﻋﺮﻓﺖ أﻧ
ُ (I know that you are coming.)
• in the genitive case: ﲑ
َ ( ﺗﻌﻠﱠـﻢ ﰲ ﺻـﻐ ِﺮک ﻷ ﱠن اﻟﻮﻗLearn in your youth
ٌ ـﺖ ﻗﺼـ

because of short time.)
68. Is the inchoative lām added to the subject or predicate of inna?
The inchoative lām added to the subject or predicate of inna for
emphasis. It is added to whichever one comes last. For example: ـﻮر
ٌ اﷲَ ﻟﻐﻔ
(Verily Allah is forgiving) or ًﻟﺰﻳﺪا
َ

( أ ﱠن ﰲ اﻟﺪا ِرVerily Zayd is in the house.)

إ ﱠن

69. Is anything added to the particles which resemble a verb?
Yes, the lā that denies a whole genus is added to the particles which
resemble a verb and performs the same action that the particles do. For
example: ﺣﺎﺿﺮ
ٌ

رﺟﻞ
َ ( ﻻNo man is present.)
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70. What is the ruling of the lā that denies a whole genus?
The lā that denies a whole genus puts its subject into the accusative state
if it is prefixed to another word. For example:

ٍ
ـﺪوح
َ ﻻ ﮐﺘ
ٌ ـﺎب ﺳـﻔﺎﻫﺔ ﳑ

(No

foolish book is praised.) It makes its subject indeclinable on the accusative
sign if it is not prefixed to another noun. For example:
pilgrim is with you.)

18
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Objective Compliment
71. What is an objective compliment?
An objective compliment is a noun that indicates what the verb was
performed on and does not change the form of the verb. For example:

ﺑـﺮی

ً( اﻟﺘﻠﻤﻴ ُﺬ ﻗﻠﻤﺎThe student sharpened a pencil.)
72. Where is the objective compliment placed in a sentence?
It is permissible to write the objective compliment before or after the
actor except in the cases where it is obligatory to put the actor first or the
cases where it is obligatory to put the objective compliment first. For
example: ﺖ
َ اﻟﺒﻴ

 ﺑﻨﯽ إﺑﺮاﻫﻴ ُﻢor ﺖ إﺑﺮاﻫﻴ ُﻢ
َ ( ﺑﻨﯽ اﻟﺒﻴAbraham built the house.)

73. When is it obligatory for the actor to come before the objective
compliment?
It is obligatory for the actor to come before the objective compliment if:
• it would be confused, for example:

brother.)

ـﺎک أﺧـﻲ
َ (Your son hit my
َ ب ﻓﺘ
َ ﺿ َـﺮ

• the actor is a connected pronoun, for example:
generous to the messenger.)

ـﻮل
َ ـﺖ اﻟﺮﺳ
ُ أﮐﺮﻣ

• the objective compliment is an exceptive, for example:

(I was

ﺘﻬ ُـﺪ إﻻ3ـﺎل ا
ُ ﻻ ﻳﻨ

ً( ﳒﺎﺣﺎHe who strives will not reach anything except success.)

74. When is it obligatory for the objective compliment to come before
the actor?
It is obligatory for the objective compliment to come before the actor if:
• there is a pronoun connected to the actor that refers to the objective
compliment, for example:

ُ ( َﮐﱠﺮَم اﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﱠ َﺪThe master's slave was generous to the master.)
ُﻋﺒﺪﻩ

• the objective compliment is a connected pronoun and the actor is a
noun, for example:

ض
ُ ( َﻋ ﱠﺬﺑَﲏ اﳌََﺮThe sickness is torturing me.)
• the actor is an exceptive, for example: ﺾ إﻻ اﻟﻄﺒﻴـﺐ
َ ( ﻣـﺎ ﻋـﺎﰿَ اﳌَـﺮﻳNothing
ُ
can cure the disease except the doctor.)
75. When is it obligatory for the objective compliment to come before
the actor and the verb?
It is obligatory for the objective compliment to come before the actor and
the verb if:
• the objective compliment is one of the words that only come at the
beginning of a sentence, for example a conditional noun or an interrogative
noun. For example: ﺖ
َ رأﻳ

( َﻣﻦWho did you see?)

• the objective compliment is a separated pronoun, for example: ﻧَﻌﺒُ ُﺪ

(We worship you.)
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76. Do some verbs take more than one objective compliment?
Yes, some verbs take more than one objective compliment. Most of the
verbs that have the meaning of giving take more than one objective
compliment. For example:
poor person money.)

ًـﲏ اﻟﻔﻘـ َﲑ ﻣـﺎﻻ
أﻋﻄـ َﯽ اﻟﻐ ﱡ
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Verbs of Wonder
77. How many forms of wonder verbs are there?
There are two forms of wonder verbs: أﻓﻌﻞ
َ or ب

أﻓﻌِﻞ

78. What are the conditions for a verb of wonder?
The conditions for a verb of wonder are
comparative/superlative nouns.

the

same

for

79. What is the ruling of أﻓﻌﻞ
َ

The ruling of the form أﻓﻌـﻞ
َ is that it must come after a mā of wonder and

the noun that comes after it is in the accusative state being an objective

ِ اﻟﱢﺮﻳـ
compliment. For example: ﺎض

garden.)

( ﻣـﺎ أﲨَ َـﻞ َﻣﻨﻈََـﺮWhat a beautiful view of the

80. What is the ruling of أﻓﻌِﻞ

The ruling of the form  أﻓﻌِـﻞis that the noun after it is put into the genitive
case because of the bā' preposition. For example:

ِ اﻟﺮﻳـ
ﺎض
( أﻓﻌِـﻞ ﲟﻨﻈَـ ِﺮ ﱢWhat a

beautiful view of the garden.)
81. How are verbs of wonder made in the past or future tenses?

The verb of wonder is put into the past tense by adding a  ﮐﺎنbetween the
mā of wonder and the

أﻓﻌـﻞ
َ

form. For example:

ِ أﺣﺴ َـﻦ ﻣﻨﻈَ َـﺮ اﻟﱢﺮﻳـ
ﺎض
َ ﻣـﺎ ﮐـﺎن

(What a beautiful view of the garden it was.) The verb of wonder is put into

 ﻳﮑـﻮنbetween the mā of wonder and the أﻓﻌـﻞ
َ
ِ اﻟﺮﻳـ
form. For example: ﺎض
( ﻣـﺎ ﻳﮑـﻮ ُن أﺣﺴ َـﻦ ﻣﻨﻈَ َـﺮ ﱢWhat a beautiful view of the
the future tense by adding a

garden it will be.)
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Ishtighal
82. What is ishtighal?
Ishtighal is a noun that comes before the verb that is affected by a
pronoun which refers to the first noun. For example: ُ( اﻟﮑﺘﺎب ﻗﺮأﺗُﻪThe book, I

read it.)
83. What is the noun that comes first called?
The noun that comes first is called the noun of ishtighal.
84. When is it obligatory to put the noun of ishtighal in the accusative
case?
It is obligatory to put the noun of ishtighal in the accusative case if it
comes after:
• a conditional word, for example; إﻟﻴـﻪ

ِ ( ِإن اﻟﻌِﻠـﻢ ﺧ َﺪﻣﺘَـﻪVerily, I put
ﻓﺄﺣﺴـﻦ
ُ َ َ

myself in the service of knowledge and it did good to me.)
• after  أﻻ, for example: ُﺗﮑﺎﻓِﺌُﻮﻧَـﻪ

striving student?)

• after  ﻫـﻼ, for example: ُﺗﺮﻳـ ُﺪﻩ

you want it?)

ﺘﻬﺪ3( أﻻ اﻟﺘﻠﻤﻴ َﺬ اWhy don't you be like the

ِ ( ﻫـﻼ ﺧـﲑThe best for yourself, don't
ﮏ
َ ﻧﻔﺴـ
ََ

• after  ﻫﻞ, for example: ُأﻫﻨﺘَﻪ
َ ًﺳﻠﻴﻤﺎ

( َﻫﻞDid you disrespect Salīm?)

85. What function does the noun of ishtighal have if it is in the accusative
case?
If the noun of ishtighal is in the accusative case it is an objective
compliment of an implied verb which is explained by the mentioned verb.
For example: أﮐﻠﺘَـﻪُ؟

اﻟﺜﻤﺮ أﮐﻠﺘﻪ؟

ﱠﻤﺮ
َ ﻫـﻞ أﮐﻠ
َ ( ﻫﻞ اﻟﺜThe date, did you eat it?) was really: ـﺖ

86. When is it obligatory to put the noun of ishtighal in the nominative
case?
It is obligatory to put the noun of ishtighal in the nominative case if it
comes:
• after  إذا, for example: أﺑﻮﻩ

َ ﻠﺖ اﻟﺒَﻴ
ُ ( َد َﺧI entered the house,
ُﺖ ﻓﺈذا اﻟﻮ ُﻟﺪ ﻳـُ َﻮﱢﲞُﻪ

and all of a sudden there was a father who was scolding his son.)
• after a hāl accusative hlasjwāw, for example:

ـﻌﺐ ﻳﻨﻬــﺎﻩ
ُ َﺳـﺎﻓ
ُ ﺮت و اﻟﺸ

ِ ( اﳋﻄﻴـﺐ ﻋـ ِﻦ اﳊI traveled while the youth, the speaker was forbidding him
ـﺮب
ُ
from war.)

• before conditional words, interrogative words,

 ﻫـﻼ,  أﻻ, the inchoative

lām, the negative mā, the informative kam, the annular prepositions, and
conjuncts.
87. What function does the noun of ishtighal have if it is in the
nominative case?
If the noun of ishtighal is in the nominative case it is an inchoative and
the verbal sentence after it is the predicate in the nominative case.
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88. When is it permissible to put the noun of ishtighal in the accusative
or nominative cases?
It is permissible to put the noun of ishtighal in the accusative or
nominative cases in any other case that was not mentioned. For example:

( اﻟﺘﱡﻔﺎﺣﺔُ أﮐﻠﺘُﻬﺎThe apple, I ate it.)
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Cognate Accusative
89. What is a cognate accusative?
A cognate accusative is an infinitive mentioned after a verb from the
same root as the verb for:
• emphasis: ًﻗﺘﻼ

ﺺ
( ﻗَـﺘَ َﻞThe guard killed the thief, a killing.)
اﳊﺎرس اﻟﻠّ ﱠ
ُ
• explanation of the type: ً( اﺻﱪ ﺻﱪاً ﲨﻴﻼBe patient, a beautiful patience.)
• explanation of number: اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺔُ دﻗﱠﺘﲔ
َ ﺖ
َ ( َدﻗﱠThe watch ticked twice.)

90. What word can take the place of a cognate accusative if it is used for
emphasis?
If the cognate accusative is used for emphasis it can be replaced by a
synonym. For example:

ًﻤﺖ ُوﻗُﻮﻓﺎ
ُ ُ( ﻗI stood up, a standing.)

91. What words can take the place of a cognate accusative if it is used for
explanation?
If the cognate accusative is used for explanation it can be replaced by:

( اُذﮐِﺮواRemember Allah a lot.)
• the words  ﮐﻞor ﮐﻞ اﳌﻴ ِﻞ
 ﻣﺎل ﱠ:( ﺑﻌﺾHe inclined a full inclination.)
• an adjective: ًاﷲَ ﮐﺜﲑا

• demonstrative pronouns: اﻟﻘﻮل
َ

ﮏ
َ (He said those words.)
َ ﻗﺎل ذﻟ
ٍ َ( ﺟﻠِ َﺪ اﻟﺴﺎ ِر ُق ﻋﺸﺮ ﺟﻠThe thief was whipped ten whips.)
• numbers: ﺪات
َ َ َ
ُ
• tools: ًﺳﻮﻃﺎ
َ (I hit him, whipping.)
َ ُﺿَﺮﺑﺘُﻪ
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Adverbial Qualification
92. What is an adverbial qualification?
An adverbial qualification is an infinitive which is mentioned after the
verb in order to describe the cause of the verb. For example:

( ﻟﻺﻣ ِﲑThe army stopped in order to respect the commander.)

ًﻨﺪ إﺟﻼﻻ
ُ ُﻒ اﳉ
َ ََوﻗ

93. Is an adverbial qualification always in the accusative state?
The adverbial qualification can either be:
• in the accusative state with the accusative sign, for example: ًﺧﻮﻓـﺎ

ـﺖ
ُ ﻫﺮﺑ

(I fled out of fear.) This is usually the case when the infinitive does not have
an alif-lām and is not prefixed to another word.
• in the accusative state with the genitive sign, for example:

ﺑﺖ َوﻟـﺪي
ُ ﺿـﺮ

( ﻟﺘﺄدﻳﺒ ِـﻪI hit my son to teach him manners.) This is usually the case when the
infinitive does have an alif-lām and is prefixed to another word.
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Adverbal Qualification of Time and Place
94. What is an adverbial qualification of time and place?
An adverbial qualification of time and place is a noun mentioned to

describe the time or place of the action. For example: اﳌﻌﻠّـ ِﻢ

أﻣﺎم
َ َﺣ
ُ ﻀ
َ ًﺻﺒﺎﺣﺎ
َ ﺮت

(I was present in the morning in front of the teacher.)
95. How many kinds of adverbial qualifications of time and place are
there?
There are two kinds of adverbial qualifications: time or place.
96. Are all of the adverbial nouns indeclinable?
No, there are some adverbial nouns of time and place that can be used as
an adverb and as other than an adverb. Examples of these are:

 ﻳـﻮم و ﻣﮑـﺎن.

These adverbs are declinable. Then there are some adverbs which can only
be used as adverbial nouns, for example:

 ﻟَـ ُـﺪن،  ﺑَﻌـ َـﺪ،  ﻋﻨـ َـﺪ، ﻗَﺒـ َـﻞ

. These

adverbs are indeclinable.
97. Does an adverbial noun of time or place need to refer to something?
An adverbial noun of time or place must always refer to either a verb or a
noun that is similar to a verb (infinitive, active participle form, passive
participle form, adjectives that are similar to verbs, and
superlative/comparative forms). For example:

ِ
ًـﺖ ﺻـﺒﺎﺣﺎ
ُ ﺟﺌ

(I came in the

morning.) In this sentence 'morning' refers to the verb 'came.'
98. What are the adverbial nouns of time that are able to be put into the
accusative state?
The adverbial nouns of time that can be put in the accusative case are the
adverbial nouns of time that can be used as adverbs and other than adverbs.
There are two conditions of this, one that the noun refer to a verb or a noun
that is like a verb and two that the meaning of 'in' is implied. For example:
(I traveled for a month.)
ًﺳﺎﻓﺮت ﺷﻬﺮا
ُ

99. What are the adverbial nouns of place that are able to be put into the
accusative state?
The adverbial nouns of place that can be put in the accusative case are
the adverbial nouns of place that can be used as adverbs and other than
adverbs. There are two conditions of this, one that the noun refer to a verb
or a noun that is like a verb and two that the meaning of 'in' is implied. For
example: ﳝﻴﻨﮏ

( ﻗﻒStop [in the direction of ] your right side.)

100. Mention some adverbial nouns of place that are able to be put into
the accusative state.
Some of the adverbial nouns of place that can be put in the accusative
case are:
• The six directions: ( أﻣـﺎمfront),

( وراءbehind), ( ﳝـﲔright), ( ﻳﺴـﺎرleft), ﻓـﻮق

(above), ( ﲢﺖbelow)
• Distance and weight: ( ﻣﻴﻞmile), ( ﮐﻴﻠﻮkilo)
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101. What represents an adverbial noun of time or place?
The following words represent an adverbial noun of time or place:

ِ اﻟﺸ
• Infinitives: ﱠﻤﺲ

ﻃﻠﻮع
َ ﺟﺌﺖ
ُ (I came at sunrise.)
• Adjectives: ًﺖ ﻃﻮﻳﻼ
ُ ( ُﳕI slept for a long time.)
• Numbers: ﺳﺮت ﲬﺴﺔَ أﻳﱠﺎم
ُ (I traveled for five days.)
• Demonstrative pronouns: َاﻟﻨﱠﺎﺣﻴﺔ

ﮏ
َ ﻗﻔﺖ ﺗﻠ
ُ ( َوI stayed in that area.)
• Quantity words such as  ﮐﻞor ﺖ ﮐـﻞ اﻟﻨﱠﻬـﺎر
ُ  َﻣ َﺸﻴ:( ﺑﻌﺾI walked the whole

day.)
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The MĀ‘ Accusative
102. What is the mā' accusative?
The mā' accusative is a noun in the accusative state mentioned after a
wāw that has the meaning of with. For example:

ـﻮع اﻟﺸـﻤﺲ
َ ﺾ و ﻃﻠ
َ ﻣ
ُ ـﺎت اﳌـﺮﻳ

(The patient died with the rising of the sun.)
103. What are the conditions of the mā' accusative?
The conditions for the mā' accusative is that it is preceded by:
• A verbal sentence: ع
َ اﻟﺸﱠﺎر
• Or, the interrogative mā:
brother?)

( ِﺳﺮ وTravel by the street.)

ُ( ﻣـﺎ ﺷـﺄﻧﮏ و أﺧـﺎﻩWhat is your status with his

• Or, the interrogative kayf:
to knowledge?)

ـﺖ و اﻟﻌِﻠ َـﻢ
َ ( ﮐﻴـﻒ أﻧHow are you with respects
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Exceptive
104. What is an exceptive?
An exceptive is a noun mentioned after

إﻻ

or its sisters and is in

opposition to what was mentioned before it. For example:

َﺧ َـﺮ َج اﻟﺘﻼﻣـﺬةُ ﻣـﻦ

ِ
(The students left the school, except Khālid.)
ًاﳌﺪرﺳﺔ إﻻ ﺧﺎﻟﺪا
105. What are the sisters of إﻻ
There are five sisters of  و ﺣﺎﺷﺎ،ﺧﻼ
َ ، َﻋﺪا، ﺳﻮی، َﻏﲑ:إﻻ
106. When is it obligatory to put the exceptive of  إﻻin the accusative
case?
It is obligatory to put the exceptive of  إﻻin the accusative case when the
sentence before  إﻻis a complete positive sentence. For example:

ـﺎس
ُ ﻳﻌـﻴ
ُ ﺶ اﻟﻨﱠ

ٍ ( ﺑﺮThe people live in comfort except lazy people.)
اﺣﺔ إﻻ اﻟﮑﺴﻼ َن
107. When is it permissible to put the exceptive of  إﻻin the accusative
case?

 إﻻin the accusative state or to
have it follow the word it is an exceptive of if the sentence before the  إﻻis
It is permissible to put the exceptive of

complete and negative. For example:

ـﻼب إﻻ إﺑـﺮاﻫﻴ َﻢ أو إﺑـﺮاﻫﻴ ُﻢ
ُ ـﺢ اﻟﻄ
َ ﻣـﺎ َﳒَـ

(The students did not succeed except

Abraham.)

108. When is the state of the exceptive of

 إﻻdetermined by what comes

before it?

 إﻻis determined by what comes before it
when the sentence before the  إﻻis an incomplete sentence. For example: ﻣـﺎ
The state of the exceptive of

( ﺟﺎءَ إﻻ ﺳﻠﻴ ٌﻢNobody came except Salīm.)

109. What is the ruling of an exceptive of  ﻏﲑor ? ﺳﻮی
The ruling regarding the exceptives of  ﻏـﲑand  ﺳـﻮیis that it is always in

the genitive state being a compliment of a prefixed noun. But the words ﻏـﲑ
and  ﺳﻮیhave the same rules as the exceptive of إﻻ. For example:

ِ ﻏـﲑ اﻟﮑﺴ
ـﻼن
َ

(The students succeed except lazy ones.), or

(Nobody succeeds except the striver.)
110. What is the ruling of an exceptive of ﻋﺪا
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 ﻋﺪا,  ﺧﻼ, and  ﺣﺎﺷﺎare:
• prepositions and whatever comes after them is in the genitive state, for
example:

اﻟﻄﻼب ﻋﺪا اﻟﮑﺴﻼن
ﳒﺢ
ُ

• verbs and whatever comes after them is in the accusative state being the
objective compliment, for example:

ـﻼب ﻣـﺎ ﻋـﺪا اﻟﮑﺴـﻼ َن
ُ ﳒـﺢ اﻟﻄ

always verbs if preceded by a infinitive mā.
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HĀl Accusative
111. What is a hāl accusative?
A hāl accusative is a noun mentioned after a complete sentence in order
to describe the state of the actor, the objective compliment, or the prefixed
noun when the verb took place. The noun can be replaced by a nominal
sentence. For example: ًاﻟﻘﺎﺋﺪ ﻇﺎﻓﺮا
ُ ( ﺟﺎءThe leader came in a state of victory.)
112. How many types of hāl accusatives are there?
There are three types of hāl accusatives:
• Single: ًﻇﺎﻓﺮا

ﺟﺎء اﻟﻘﺎﺋﺪ

ِ ُ( اُﻃﻠSeek knowledge while you are young.)
أﻧﺖ
َ ﺐ اﻟﻌﻠﻢ و
• Fragment: ﲔ اﻟﺴـﺤﺎب
َ ﺖ اﳍ
َ ـﻼل ﺑـ
ُ ( رأﻳـI saw the crescent moon in between

• Sentence: ﻓﺘﯽ

the clouds.)
113. What is the condition of the singular hāl accusative and what it
refers to?
The condition of a singular hāl accusative is that it must be a nonapalistic indefinite noun and what it refers to must be definite. For example:

ًزرت اﳊَ ﱠﻲ ﻋﺎﻣﺮا
ُ (I visited the village while it was flourishing)

114. When is the hāl accusative a singular definite noun?
A singular hāl accusative is definite if it can be explained as being
indefinite. For example:

َ ( ﺟﺎء اﻟﺘﻠﻤﻴ ُﺬ َوThe student came alone.)
ُﺣﺪﻩ

115. When is the hāl accusative a singular apalistic noun?
The singular hāl accusative is apalistic if it can be explained as a word

derived from something. For example:

ًﮐـﱠﺮ ﻋﻠ ﱞـﻲ أﺳـﺪا

('Alī returned like a

lion.)
116. How many kinds of hāl sentences are there?
There are two types of hāl sentences: nominal and verbal.
117. What is the hāl sentence conditional on?
The condition of the hāl sentence is that it must have a connection with
what it refers to either by:
• a pronoun, if it is a verbal sentence and it refers to a definite noun. For
example: ﺾ
ُ ﻳَﺮُﮐ

اﻟﻐﻼم
ُ ( ﺟﺎءThe servant came riding [an animal].)
• a wāw of hāl, if it is a nominal sentence. For example: ﺟﻮا ِﻣﻦ ِدﻳﺎ ِرِﻫﻢ و
ُ َﺧَﺮ
َ
ﻒ
ٌ ُ( ُﻫﻢ أُﻟThey left their homes while they were in thousands.)
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Specificative
118. What is a specificative?
A specificative is a noun in the accusative state which explains the goal
of an unclear word that comes before it. For example:

ًﺖ َرﻃـﻼً زﻳﺘـﺎ
ُ إﺷـﱰﻳ

(I

bought a bucket of oil.)
119. How many types of specificatives are there?
There are two types of specificatives:
• essential specificatives, which clear up an unclear noun, for example:

ًﺖ َرﻃﻼً ﻋﺴﻼ
ُ ( إﺷﱰﻳI bought a bucket of honey.)

• relative specificatves, which clear up an unclear sentence, for example:

ًﻃﺎب اﻟﺘﻠﻤﻴ ُﺬ ﻧﻔﺴﺎ
َ (The student was clean, himself.)

120. How many types of words precede a specificative in the accusative
state?
The words that precede a specificative in the accusative state are:
• words that denote weight, ًرﻃﻼً ﲰﻨﺎ

ﺖ
ُ ( اﺷﱰﻳI bought a bucket of lard.)
• words that denote volume or weight of grains, ًﺖ ُﻣ ّﺪاً ﻗَﻤﺤـﺎ
ُ ( اﺷﱰﻳI bought

a mudd1 of wheat.)

• Words that denote area, ًذراﻋﺎً أرﺿﺎ

ﺖ
ُ ( اﺷﱰﻳI bought a dhirā‛15 of land.)
• Numbers from 11 to 99, ًﺖ ﻋﺸﺮﻳﻦ ﮐﺘﺎﺑﺎ
ُ ( اﺷﱰﻳI bought 20 books.)

121. Is it permissible for a specificative to be in a state other than the
accusative state?
It is permissible to put the specificative of a weight, volume, or area:

ٍ ﲰـ
• in the genitive case as a compliment to a prefixed noun, ﻦ

(I bought a bucket of lard.)
• in the genitive case with the preposition min,
bought a bucket of lard.)
1.
An ancient form of measurement.
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Vocative
122. What is a vocative?
A vocative is a noun that is brought to the listeners attention by a
vocative preposition that represents the verb 'I call.' For example: ﺟـﻞ
ُ َر

ُ

man.)
123. How many vocative prepositions are there?
There are four vocative prepositions: أ

( ﻳـﺎO'

،  أي،  أﻳﺎ، ﻳﺎ

124. What forms does the vocative take?
A vocative can be:
• a proper noun, ﻮﺳﻒ
ُ ﻳ

ﻳﺎ

• an intended indefinite noun, ﺛﻌﻠﺐ

( ﻳﺎO' fox.)
• a non-intended indefinite noun, ً( ﻳﺎ ﻏﺎﻓﻼO' unaware person.)
ِ ﻳـﺎ ﻋـﺎﻣﻼً ﻟﻠﺨـ
• something similar to a prefixed noun and its compliment, ﲑ
ُ

(O' worker of good.)
125. What states does the vocative take?
There are two states for vocatives: indeclinable on the nominative sign
and the accusative state.
126. When is the vocative indeclinable upon the nominative sign?
The vocative is made indeclinable on the nominative sign if it is a proper
noun or an intended indefinite noun.
127. When is the vocative in the accusative state?
The vocative is put into the accusative state if it is a non-intended
indefinite noun, a prefixed noun, for example:

ِﻳـﺎ ﻋﺒ َـﺪ اﷲ

, or an intended

indefinite noun that is followed by an adjective, for example:

ً( ﻳﺎ رﺟﻼً ﺷﺮﻳﻔﺎO' dignified man.)

128. How is a vocative with the alif-lām suffice formed?
A vocative that has the alif-lām suffix is put in the nominative state and
preceded by:
•  أﻳﱡﻬﺎor اﳌﺴﺎﻓﺮ

 ﻳﺎ أﻳّﻬﺎ, ( أﻳّﺘﻬﺎO' traveler.)
• A demonstrative pronoun, ( ﻳﺎ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺜﻌﻠﺐO' this fox.)
ُ
ُ

129. What state does a noun after  أﻳﱡﻬﺎor  أﻳّﺘﻬﺎhave?
The word that comes after  أﻳﱡﻬﺎor  أﻳّﺘﻬﺎis:
• a substitute if it is apolistic, اﻟﺮﺟﻞ

ُ َ ﻳﺎ أﻳّﻬﺎ
• an adjective if it is non-apolistic, ( ﻳﺎ أﻳّﻬﺎ اﻟﻔﺎﺿﻞO' honored person.)

130. How is the word Allah made into a vocative?
Sometimes the word Allah is put into the vocative form by using one of
the vocative prepositions, for example: ُاﷲ
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vocative form by adding a doubled mīm to the end of Allah, for example:

اﻟﻠّ ُﻬ ﱠﻢ
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Jar Prepositions
131. How many jār prepositions are there?
There are fourteen jār prepositions:

ِ
 اﻟﮑﺎف،  اﻟﺒﺎء، ب
ّ  ُر،  ﰲ،  َﻋﻦ،  إﻟﯽ، ﻣﻦ

 ﻋﻠﯽ،  ُﻣﻨ ُﺬ،  ُﻣﺬ،  ﺣﺘﱠﯽ،  ﺗﺎء اﻟ َﻘ َﺴﻢ،  واو اﻟ َﻘ َﺴﻢ، اﻟﻼم
ّ ،

132. Do all of these prepositions precede nouns in the same way?
No, there are two categories of jār prepositions:
• those that precede apparent and implied nouns:

 اﻟﺒﺎء،  اﻟﻼم،
• those that only precede apparent nouns:

 ﺗﺎء اﻟﻘﺴﻢ، واو اﻟﻘﺴﻢ

 ﰲ،  ﻋﻠﯽ،  َﻋﻦ،  إﻟﯽ، ِﻣﻦ

،  اﻟﮑـﺎف،  ﺣﺘـﯽ،  ُﻣﻨـ ُﺬ،  ُﻣـﺬ، ب
ّ ُر

133. What does ب
ّ  ُرprecede?

ب
ُر ﱠ
ّ  ُرprecedes indefinite nouns that have an adjective. For example: ب
َُر ُﺟ ٍﻞ ﮐﺮٍﱘ ﻟﻘﻴﺘُﻪ
134. What does tā' precede?

The tā' precedes the word Allah, for example: ِﺗﺎﷲ
135. Do jār prepositions have to refer to something?
Yes, jār prepositions have to refer to something. They can either refer to
apparent verbs or words that are similar to verbs, for example:

اﻟﮑﺘﺎب
ﻌﺖ
َ َو
ُ ﺿ
َ

اﻟﻄﺎوﻟ ِـﺔ
َ ( ﻋﻠـ َﯽI put the book on the table.) Or, they can refer to implied verbs,
ِ ( اﻟﮑﺘﺎب ﻋﻠﯽ اﻟﻄﺎوThe book is on the table.)
for example: ﻟﺔ
َ َ ُ
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Compliments to Prefixed Nouns
136. What is a compliment to a prefixed noun?
A compliment to a prefixed noun is a noun that is related to the noun
before it. For example:

( ﺧﺎدم اﻷﻣﲑThe commander's servant).
137. What is the rule regarding a prefixed noun if it has the alif-lām
suffix?
The alif-lām suffix is erased from prefixed nouns. For example:

( اﳌﻌﻠّﻢThe teacher's book).

ـﺎب
ُ ﮐﺘ

138. What is the rule regarding a prefixed noun if it is has nunation?
The nunation is erased from prefixed nouns. For example: اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ

ﺳﻮر
ُ (The

city's wall).
139. What is the rule regarding a prefixed noun if it is in the dual form or
a sound masculine plural?
The nūn is erased prefixed nouns if it is in the dual or sound masculine
plural forms. For example: ﺟﻞ
ُ اﻟﱠﺮ

( ﻳَﺪاThe man's two hands).

140. When is it permissible to add the alif-lām suffix to a prefixed noun?
It is permissible to add the alif-lām suffix to a prefixed noun if it is an
adjective (active participles, passive participles, adjectives that are similar to
verbs, comparatives, and superlatives) in the dual or sound masculine plural
form. For example:

اﻟﻔﺎﲢـﺎ دﻣﺸـ َـﻖ ﺧﺎﻟـ ٌﺪ و أﺑــﻮ ُﻋﺒﻴـﺪ َة

(The two conquerors of

Damascus are Khālid and Abū ‛Ubaydah.) Or, if the prefixed noun is an
adjective and the compliment to the prefixed noun is made definite by the
alif-lām suffix, for example:

ﻣﻨﺼﻮر
( اﳌﺘﱠﺒﻊ اﳊ ﱢﻖHe who follows the truth will be helped.)
ٌ
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Adjectives
141. What is an adjective?
An adjective is a word that describes a characteristic found in the word
before it. For example:

ﺘﻬﺪ3ا
( ﺟﺎءَ اﻟﺘﻠﻤﻴ ُﺬThe striving student came.)
ُ

142. How many types of adjectives are there?
There are two types of adjectives: essential and non-essential.
143. What is an essential adjective?
An essential adjective indicates a characteristic that is in the described
word. For example:

اﻟﻌﺎﻗﻞ
( ﺟﺎء اﻟﺮﺟﻞThe rational man came.)
ُ

144. What is the ruling regarding an essential adjective?
An essential adjective follows the described word in:
• being definite or indefinite: ق
ُ اﳌﻤﺰ
ّ

اﻟﺜﻮب
ُ (torn clothes)
• being masculine or feminine: ب
ٌ ( َوﻟَ ٌﺪ ُﻣ َﻬ ﱠﺬwell-behaved child)
ِ ﻋﺎﻣﻼن ﻣﺎﻫﺮ
ِ
• being singular, dual, or plural: ان
(two skilled workers)
• the state of the word: ( ﻋﺎﻣﻠَﲔ ﻣﺎﻫﺮﻳﻦtwo stilled workers)
َ

145. What is a non-essential adjective?
A non-essential adjective indicates a characteristic of a word that follows
the described word. For example:

ُ( ﺟـﺎء اﻟﺮﺟ ُـﻞ اﻟﮑﺜـ ُﲑ ﻣﺎﻟُـﻪThe man who has a

lot of money came.)
146. What is the ruling regarding a non-essential adjective?
A non-essential adjective is
• always singular:
clothes)

اﻟﻮﻟَ َـﺪﻳ ِﻦ اﳌﻤـﱠﺰ َق ﺛَﻮﺑـُ ُﻬﻤـﺎ
ُ ( رأﻳـI saw two children with torn
َ ﺖ

• follows the word after it in being masculine or feminine:

ُ( اﳌَُﻬ ﱠﺬﺑَﺔَ أﺧﺘُﻪI saw a servant whose sister was well behaved.)

ـﻼم
ُ َرأﻳـ
َ ﺖ اﻟﻐ

• follows the described word in being definite or indefinite and the state

that the described word has:

ُ َرأﻳـ
ُﺖ ﻏﻼﻣـﺎً ﻋﺎﳌـﺔً أ ﱡﻣـﻪ

(I saw a servant whose

mother was a scholar.)
147. What state does the word that comes after a non-essential adjective
have?
The word that comes after the non-essential adjective is:
• an actor in the nominative state if the non-essential adjective is an
active participle noun or an adjective that is similar to a verb:

ُ( أ ﱡﻣﻪI saw a servant whose mother was a scholar.)

ًﺖ ﻏﻼﻣﺎً ﻋﺎﳌﺔ
ُ َرأﻳ

• a subject of the predication if the non-essential adjective is a passive
participle:
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اﻟﻮﻟَ َﺪﻳ ِﻦ اﳌﻤﱠﺰ َق ﺛَﻮﺑـُ ُﻬﻤﺎ
ُ رأﻳ
َ ﺖ

148. When is a sentence or fragment considered an adjective?
A sentence or fragment can be an adjective only after an indefinite word,
for example:

ﻨﺸﺪ
ُ ُﲰﻌﺖ ﺷﺎﻋﺮاً ﻳ
ُ (I heard a poet reciting poetry.)
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Conjunctions
149. What is a conjunction?
A conjunction is making a word follow another one by using a
preposition. For example:

َﺮت اﻟ َﻘﻠَ َﻢ و اﻟ ﱠﺪواة
ُ ( َﮐ َﺴI broke the pen and ink bottle.)

150. How many conjunctional prepositions are there?
There are nine conjunctional prepositions:

 َﺣﺘﱠ َﯽ،  ﺑَﻞ، ﻻ

،  ﻟَﮑﻦ،  أم،  أو،  ﰒُﱠ،  اﻟﻔﺎء، اﻟﻮاو

151. Are conjunctions used between all kinds of words?
Conjunctions are used between nouns, for example:

ﺟـﺎءَ اﻟﮑـﺮﱘُ و اﻟﺒﺨﻴـ ُﻞ

(The generous person and the stingy person came.) and between verbs, for
example: ﺠ َﺪ
َ َﺳ

اﻟﺮﺟﻞ و
ُ ( ﻗﺎمThe man stood up and prostrated.)

152. How is a conjunction used with pronouns?
If the pronoun is implied it must be emphasized by a separated pronoun

before the conjunction. For example: أﺑُﻮﻩ

( ﺟﺎءَ ُﻫﻮ وHe and his father came.)

153. How is a conjunction used with connected pronouns in the
nominative state?
If the pronoun is a connected pronoun in the nominative state it must be
emphasized by a separate pronoun before the conjunction, for example:

ک
َ أﻧﺖ و أﺧﻮ
َ (You and your brother came.)

ﺟﺌﺖ
َ

154. How is a conjunction used with connected pronouns in the genitive
state?
If the pronoun is a connected pronoun in the genitive state the reason for
it being in the genitive state (the genitive preposition or the prefixed noun)
must be repeated before the word after the conjunct. For example:

( ﻋﻠﻴﻪ و ﻋﻠﯽ أﺧﻴﻪI greeted him and his brother.)
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Emphasis
155. What is emphasis?
An emphasis is a word that follows what it emphasizes. For example:

ُ ( ﻳYusef came himself.)
ُﻧﻔﺴﻪ
ُ ﻮﺳﻒ

َﺟﺎء

156. How many types of emphasis are there?
There are two types of emphasis: literated and unliterated.
157. What do we do if we want to use a literated emphasis?
If we want to use a literated emphasis we must repeat the word that we
want to emphasize. For example:
• with nouns: اﻟﺼﻴﻒ

( ﺟﺎء اﻟﺼﻴﻒSummer came, summer.)
• with verbs: ( ﺟﺎء ﺟﺎء اﻟﺼﻴﻒSummer came, it came.)
َ َ
• with prepositions: ( ﻧَﻌﻢ ﻧَﻌﻢYes, yes.)
• with sentences: اﻟﻨﻬﺎر
ُ اﻟﻨﻬﺎر ﻃَﻠَ َﻊ
ُ ( ﻃَﻠَ َﻊNoon arrived. Noon arrived.)

158. What do we do if we want to use an unliterated emphasis?
If we want to use unliterated emphasis we must use one of the following

eight words: ﻋﺎ ﱠﻣـﺔ

،  ﲨﻴـﻊ،  أﲪـﻊ،  ُﮐـﻞ،  ﮐِﻠﺘـﺎ،  ﮐِﻼ،  َﻋﲔ،  ﻧَﻔﺲIt is obligatory to

add a pronoun to these words which follows the emphasized word. For
example: ﻋﻴﻨُﻪ

( ﺟﺎءَ اﻷﻣ ُﲑThe commander came, himself.)
159. What do  ﮐﻼand  ﮐﻠﺘﺎemphasize?

 ﮐﻼand  ﮐﻠﺘـﺎemphasize words in the dual form. For example: أﮐـ ِﺮم واﻟـﺪﻳﮏ
( ﮐﻠَﻴﻬﺎRespect your parents, both of them.)
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Substitutes
160. What is a substitute?
A substitute follows what it indicates. For example:

ک
ُ ﺟـﺎءَ ﻳﻮﺳ
َ ـﻒ أﺧـﻮ

(Joseph, your brother, came.)
161. How many types of substitutes are there?
There are three types of substitutes: substitutes of the whole, substitutes
of the part, substitutes of implication.
162. What is a substitute of the whole?
A substitute of the whole indicates the indicated word completely, for
example: ﺻﺪﻳ ُﻘﻨﺎ

ک إﺑﺮاﻫﻴ ُﻢ
َ ( أﺧﻮYour brother, Abraham, is our friend.)

163. What is a substitute of the part?
A substitute of the part indicates part of the indicated word, for example:

ُ ﺖ َﺳ
ُ ( َﺳ َﻘ َﻂ اﻟﺒﻴThe house, its ceiling, fell.)
ُﻘﻔﻪ

164. What is a substitute of implication?
A substitute of implication indicates an essential characteristic of the

indicated word, for example:

أﻃـ َـﺮﺑﲏ اﻟﺒﻠﺒـ ُـﻞ ﺗَﻐﺮﻳـ ُﺪﻩ

(I was moved by the

nightingale's song.)
165. What is the condition of substitutes of the part and substitutes of
implication?
The condition of the substitutes of the part and substitutes of implication
is that they have to be contracted to a pronoun that refers to the indicated
word. For example: ُﻧﺼﻔﻪ
َ

اﻟﮑﺘﺎب
أت
ُ ( ﻗﺮI read the book, half of it.)
َ
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